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New wireless network may cut through the ‘fog of war’
downed pilots. It has since grown into
a combat-oriented program that will
enable soldiers to “find, fix and idenFrom the mountains of Afghanistan to the
tify” enemy personnel and equipment
city streets of Iraq, U.S. military forces increaswith greater precision from further
ingly rely on high-tech devices to answer three
away — while also avoiding U.S.
key questions: “Where am I?” “Where are my
casualties from “friendly fire.”
buddies?” “Where’s the enemy?” Timely
Manuel demonstrated another capaanswers to these questions are the key to sucbility that could prove useful in dealcess on the modern battlefield, allowing coming with insurgencies, such as the
manders to stay one step ahead of their adverclashes now occurring in Iraq. A solsaries.
dier equipped with goggles containAs the demand for more and better inforing a miniature video camera can scan
mation increases, both the number and type of
a crowd of demonstrators and transmodern information systems is growing rapidmit the images to a command post,
ly. These systems produce an overwhelming
where facial recognition software or
amount of data, much of it routine or “houseinformants can spot known insurkeeping” in nature. To be fully useful in comgency leaders.
bat, the systems must perform such house“In effect, it makes every operator
keeping functions automatically — organizJACQUELINE MCBRIDE/NEWSLINE
a sensor,” he said.
ing, monitoring and repairing themselves in From left: NPS graduate student Chris Manuel and NPS professors Alex Bordetsky
Tawny Koncher of the Lab’s Nationthe background, without human intervention, and Dave Netzer discuss the impact of network information systems on combat.
al Security Office said the STAN proso commanders can focus their effort on fightject is “a good example of how NPS
ing and winning the battle.
students bring practical experience
tions Command. The system, the topic of Manuel’s
In addition, the wealth of information generated
and real military problems to the NPS research faculty,
graduate thesis, is being tested at the NPS facility at
in this new electronic environment — by satellites,
and how NPS adapts its R&D efforts to provide needCamp Roberts, Calif., north of San Luis Obispo.
unmanned aircraft, ground vehicles and submarines,
ed solutions.” Manuel will graduate from NPS in July
Manuel said the project’s goal is to achieve “realground sensors and troops in the field — must be pulled
and plans to take the network into the field to continue
time situational awareness” for troops in combat using
together and sent over a secure, reliable and accessible
its development and evaluation.
compact, lightweight “field computing devices” called
communications network for delivery in time to help
The seminar was the fourth in a series of reciRovers — military versions of the ubiquitous personal
shape the battle.
procal talks hosted by the Laboratory and the NPS
digital assistants, or PDAs, used by civilians. The
Progress in developing just such “self-forming,
after a memorandum of understanding between the
devices will be able to access satellite data, live video
self-healing” wireless networks was described last
two organizations was signed March 31. The next
from unmanned aircraft such as the Predator and other
week at a Laboratory seminar presented by the Naval
talk, “New Challenges for Radiation Detection
unmanned vehicles, data from unattended acoustic and
Postgraduate School’s Center for Defense Technology
Equipment for Homeland Security” by Arden
seismic ground sensors, automatic target recognition
and Education for Military Services.
Dougan, deputy director of the Laboratory’s Radisoftware, and even “cognitive blending/modeling”
NPS professors Dave Netzer and Alex Bordetsky
ation Detection Center, is scheduled for July 23 at
simulations used to gain insights into an enemy’s thinkand graduate student Chris Manuel told of their efforts
the NPS campus in Monterey.
ing and behavior.
to integrate a wide range of electronic technologies to
For more information, contact Harry
Netzer said the project began two years ago as an
form a Surveillance and Target Acquisition Network
Radousky of the University Relations Program at
effort to improve the military’s ability to rescue
(STAN) for use by forces of the U.S. Special Opera2-4478.
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Amigos Unidos organizes collection for victims of levee break
The Amigos Unidos Networking Group is
coordinating with the San Joaquin County Chapter of the American Red Cross to collect food,
clothing and other personal items for the more than
250 families that lost their homes and possessions
in the recent Bacon Island levee break.
A collection point will be set up at the Labora-

tory’s Discovery Center (Bldg. 651) near the East
Gate. Items may be dropped off from noon to 1
p.m. Wednesday and Thursday, June 23 and 24,
and June 30 and July 1.
Donation checks made out to the “American
Red Cross” may be delivered to any of the following points of contact: Jessica Barraza, 2-6750,

Bldg. 131; Rey Bocanegra, 3-5309, Bldg. 214;
Susane Head, 2-5218, Bldg. 571; Michael T. Martin, 3-6580, Bldg. 411; Yahel de la Cruz, 4-3507,
Bldg. 141 and Marta Holm, 2-8870, Bldg. 131.
Checks may also be sent directly to the American Red Cross, San Joaquin County Chapter, 747
N. Pershing Ave., Stockton, CA 95403.

One for the books
Director Michael
Anastasio, spoke on
behalf of LLNL at the
dedication ceremony
for the new Civic
Center Library in Livermore on Saturday,
June 5. Anastasio
donated four pieces
of artwork that Kathy
McCullough, left, and
Bryan Quintard, right,
created for the TriValley Science and
Engineering Fair. The
artwork now hangs in
the Children’s Room.
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Think about archives
before tossing out
Lab memorabilia
Are you cleaning out your
office before you retire? Do you
have files, research notebooks,
photographs,
memorabilia,
meeting minutes, reports or other
documents accumulated during
your career at the Lab? Before
you throw them out, think about
becoming part of the LLNL’s history.
The Records and Archives
Group can help you decide which
records should be kept for legal
reasons or to preserve the Lab’s
history. For more information,
call Maxine Trost, Laboratory
archivist, 2-6539 (trost5@llnl.
gov).

